There is a crisis right now in our Canadian theatre landscape. Our theatres seem to value only one kind of neurotypical perception. There is a need to represent and include more neurodiverse realities, a need for more ways of being in our creative spaces. Our professional stages and universities have worked systematically within turbo-capitalistic frameworks in which artists and learners who need more time are passed over or are accommodated in ways that make them feel they are the problem. Although it is not my intention to condemn fastness, I want to focus on what or who we miss or leave out when we culturally value one kind of temporality over all others. This approach to temporal evaluation has led to an immense exclusion of artists who are disabled, who are aging, or who in Quebec would be defined as atypique (atypical), in the name of supporting a single cognitive style. As we begin to "hurry through life, cramming more into every hour, we are stretching ourselves to the breaking point" (Honoré 4 ; emphasis added), and as Lutz Koepnick has pointed out, "we end up with ever less-less substance, less depth, less meaning, less freedom, less spontaneity" (1).
My interest in slowness is in how it resensitizes us to the world in which we move, work, breathe, and exist:
How do we give people time? How do we share wealth and experience? How do we support the new and unfamiliar? How do we break through old structures, borders, territories? How do we go beyond what we imagined for ourselves and for each other? How do we lift up those who can't go on any longer? How do we give what we most need? (Schlesinger) These are important questions that Lisa Schlesinger-playwright and theatre activist-poses in her article "Towards a Slow Theatre." She defines 'slow theatre' as a "way of making theatre and a way of living" that works "towards beautiful solutions" for our current less-than-fulfilling capitalistic lifestyles. Schlesinger's questions emphasize the necessity of a slowness and inclusion that values cognitive multiplicity. I argue that slowness moves beyond being a specific measurement of pace to being an important mode of perception for valuing human diversity. The atypique artistic movement, which began in 2004, is dedicated to recognizing the aesthetic value and professional rights of artists who are unconventionally and cognitively different. Thus, I begin this article by examining the ways that atypique artists, particularly from the disability community, are creating new legacies of a slow theatre movement.
Les Productions des pieds des mains, a Montreal-based dancetheatre company, has been one of the leaders of this radical artistic shift in Quebec. The focus of this article is on a recent contemporary film called Eurêka!, created by Menka Nagrani, the Artistic Director of the company, and the experiences of the three principal disabled dancers of the piece-Geneviève Morin-Dupont, Jean François Hupé, and Carl Hennebert Faulkner. Throughout this article, I will include performance descriptions of film recordings I took behind the scenes while serving as an on-set production assistant during August 2014. Extending from my observations, I will theorize how the film embodies some of Schlesinger's principles for the slow theatre movement. Although Les Productions des pieds des mains does not identify as a slow theatre company, their commitment to an interdisciplinary aesthetic and atypique artistic approaches offers a provocative response to the current turbo-capitalistic pressures of the industry.
Recognizing neurodiversity and atypique artists
Although it is difficult to isolate the precise moment when the atypique movement began, Nagrani places its beginnings in 2005. This was the year Dena Davida, Artistic Director of l'Espace Tangente-a Quebec-based contemporary dance programmer-used the word as the title for a dance series to signify the celebration of differences between the dancers, who included France Geoffrey, a quadriplegic dancer and founder of Corpuscule dance, and (Nagrani, "Email Question") . The title Corps-atypik was used again in 2007 and 2011 to present other productions, including other work by Les Productions des pieds des mains. Although not all of these productions were disability-centred, they explored the aesthetically diverse bodies of the artists, which included dwarfism, obesity, and various kinds of developmental and physical disabilities (Nagrani, "Email Question") . Thus, atypique became a way of framing these bodies under a less medical lens, representing them instead as complex human beings. As Catherine Cyr has pointed out, the "corps atypiques" reveals the ways in which the "normal body is a fiction" (13; my trans.).
Most of the disabled artists Nagrani works with emerged from a performance training program called Les Muses. Founded in 1999 by Cindy Schwartz, Les Muses was intended to fill the void of performance training programs available to disabled artists in Quebec. Nagrani, who is a longtime dance teacher in the program, recognized the need for a professional company for her students and founded Les Productions des pieds des mains in 2004.
Nagrani's work with atypique artists has given her the opportunity to deeply interrogate the various social and political problems that directly affect these artists' respective communities. In an interview with Christine Brassard, Nagrani explains, "They animate my creative breadth. Their authenticity, their no-censorship way of being, their spontaneity, and their performance approach seduced me" (Brassard 41; my trans.) . Les Productions des pieds des mains sees disability as a creative opportunity to explore different ways of imagining their pieces. Artists who experience physical tremors, for example, may be adapted into a collaborative gestural movement to become an aesthetic asset instead of an artistic inconvenience. Artists are also given more time in rehearsal hours based on their own individual learning needs. Whereas a mainstream company may need 100 rehearsal hours, this company may potentially need 500 hours of rehearsal time (Brassard 41) . Unlike other companies, Les Productions des pieds des mains actively respects and embodies the multiple cognitive styles and needs of each artist. Slowness is used as a means to ensure company members feel supported and capable of creatively flourishing. However, this added time is not necessarily thought of as an accommodation, but rather as an artistic commitment to pushing the aesthetic boundaries of how disabled artists are presented onstage, which is why the atypique movement has become so crucial.
Reimaging the conditions of society
Slow theatre is a way of making theatre and a way of living.… In the commercial world, time equals money but in a creative world time equals possibility.
Expansive and expanding realms of imagination. -Schlesinger, "Towards a Slow Theatre" Eurêka! is a short contemporary dance film that continues Les Productions des pieds des mains's tradition of creating work that challenges the societal powers that condition our lives and artmaking. This is not to say the company is not bound to the deadlines of funding applications and industry pressures but rather that Nagrani uses disability in her pieces as way to reflect on modern society. Although many of the roles in her pieces could be played by neurotypical actors, Nagrani chooses to work with atypique artists to bring a different artistic value and to deepen the reflection of the issue she is exploring. Directed by David Ricard and Nagrani, Eurêka! was filmed in the summer of 2014 in the countryside of Ripon in La Petite-Nation, Quebec. After I had met Nagrani once and we had exchanged just a few emails, she kindly invited me to help with the production of this piece. 
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Eurêka! is centred on a "post-apocalyptic world where the sole survivors are people with Down syndrome who have built their village on the ruins of a former carnival fair" ("Programming"). The three principal dancers of the film-Morin-Dupont, Hupé, and Hennebert Faulkner (all current or previous students of Les Muses)-find a mechanical doll, played by actress and dancer Marylin Castonguay (the only nondisabled performer in the film). The film is set to traditional Québécois music. Upon finding and winding up the doll, the three dancers monopolize their opportunity by "manipulating and training her to create a circus act" ("Programming"). Their audience is played by a large group of fellow survivors with Down syndrome. The company website describes the piece this way: "Beyond bringing attention to the unique movement and corporal aesthetics of artists with Down syndrome, this piece questions social norms and reverses relations in our society" ("Short Films"). For Nagrani, the choice to cast people with Down syndrome in the evil roles reveals the ways exclusion and intimidation can emerge in any part of society.
We're filming the scene where the dancers begin to devise their circus act controlling the mechanical doll. Castonguay, playing the doll, wears a knee-length puffy and ruffled pink dress with billowy short sleeves. At this point, her character's face has been messily painted by the dancers to appear clownish. She is set centre stage with Morin-Dupont on her left and Hupé on her right. Hupé winds the key on the back of the doll. Her head pops up, and her hands gracefully go over her head in a ballerina position. She begins step-dancing, rhythmically clacking her feet against the wooden stage. Morin-Dupont and Hupé pensively look at her, planning how they will reposition their new act's movement. Morin-Dupont grabs the right arm of the doll, lowering it to her hips. Hupé repeats this action on the left. The two dancers continue to confidently adjust the doll's arms: bending her arms behind her back, moving them above her head, straightening them. Inevitably, during the final cut, the characters can be seen pushing the doll back and forth, laughing at her. They take on the role as ringleaders to this act.
As a witness of their work, a central question arises for me: How can art set new conditions for the way we move and understand the world we want to love? Recently, hope has become a little harder to find in our beloved world. There is a need for multiplicity, for imagination, for what Schlesinger describes as "beautiful solutions." Slowness does just this by enabling a space for citizens of the world to remodel, re-evaluate, and reconfigure what we value and find hopeful. Slowness gives us the opportunity to witness other ways of powering the world that include and privilege bodies and energies that are atypically different from what is described as 'normal.' Slowness enables such bodies to thrive and be richly represented. 
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Equity and art-making How do you pay grocery bills, and make theatre, music, art, too? -Lisa Schlesinger, "Towards a Slow Theatre" Artistic directors like Nagrani begin their productions by ensuring that each artist has the appropriate emotional, artistic, and financial supports in place. Owing to the lack of resources available for disability supports in mainstream theatre, Nagrani ensures all of her artists and staff are paid for their services and artistic work. This relationship between equity and art-making is an ongoing component in the conversation about the slow theatre movement. Schlesinger describes the importance of asking artists, "How do you live?" as a way to open up deeper conversations about art-making in "an economy that supports commerce." This question lays a foundation for better understanding the personal sacrifices and risks involved for different communities.
Equitable professional environments are often not available for disabled performers who need built-in supports such as caregivers, interpreters, and social worker assistance. Owing to the lack of funding for such resources, artists "without independent means are blocked in the pursuit of a career in the arts by the so-called 'work disincentives'" (Lewis, qtd. in McNish 49). The slow theatre movement can ensure that artists feel supported and valued, beginning with their basic needs. A support worker, Magali Chazel, was provided on set for the three principal dancers of Eurêka! to help them with daily preparations, and she also stayed with them at a local hostel (where I also roomed with them). Chazel built a familiarity with, and had a good understanding of, the dancers' individual physical and emotional needs. Her presence enabled the dancers to feel comfortable on set, particularly when they were overwhelmed with all of their tasks. Chazel also was an immense resource for me, often serving as an interpreter between the cast members and me. These supports opened up better ways of understanding and communicating with each other.
Hennebert Faulkner, Chazel, and I sit together in the soft green grass as the production team prepares themselves for the next scene. Hennebert Faulkner points at me, now behind the camera, and asks Chazel and me what our favourite moment of the production has been. Chazel helps translate for me. I let him know that it is hard to make a decision, since there has been so much happening on this day. Chazel expresses her love for the dancers' surprised responses upon discovering the three musicians. She then asks me more about my work, and how she can help me clarify my presence to the principal dancers. In my broken and nervous French, I explain my interest in wanting to know more about the disabled dancers' experiences on set. Hennebert Faulkner looks at me attentively and quickly corrects my pronunciation of each word. Nagrani then comes over to prepare us for the next scene. During this moment, I am able to better connect with Hennebert Faulkner because of Chazel's presence. It is also in this conversation that I realize Hennebert Faulkner will be my French tutor for the week of production.
Such supports enabled the meaningful creative participation and equitable performances of Morin-Dupont, Hupé, and Hennebert Faulkner.
Atypique Approaches
Fuck Uniformity. -Lisa Schlesinger, "Towards a Slow Theatre" Many casting directors value dancers who can memorize choreography quickly, and artists who can accommodate their artistic and scheduling needs. Industrial "notions of efficiency, standardization, and productivity" completely ignore "the subjective experience of disabled people" (Sandahl 31) . Artists working with Les Productions des pieds des mains reject and critique such capitalistic models. As a choreographer, Nagrani is creatively inspired by her artists' unique quirks, stutters, jagged walks, unaligned bodies, slow movements, restricted physical flexibilities, and non-neurotypical 
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ways of being in this world. Nagrani shapes her work around her artists' atypical experiences of the world, and creates her choreography based on how they move and learn as individuals.
One of the greatest influences on the artistic shaping of Eurêka! was Nagrani's long-standing working relationships with the principal dancers. At the time, she had been working with them for more than thirteen years, and had a deep knowledge of their choreographic skills and emotional and physical limits. During a televised interview on Télé-Québec's La Fabrique Culturelle, Nagrani explained: Nagrani also explained her use of "guided improvisation," which involved choreographically leading the dancers step by step (even as the camera was filming), and then altering the sounds and music of Eurêka! to match their movements. This approach eliminated the stress of the dancers being obligated to remember specific cues and complex pre-choreographed pieces prior to production. Although Morin-Dupont, Hupé, and Hennebert Faulkner are absolutely able to memorize this kind of choreography, for the purposes of the film, Nagrani felt that guided improvisation would be the most practical approach considering the tight timeline of the project. By using guided improvisation, the artists were able to explore their own movement.
Nagrani prepares the dancers for the next shot, in which they march into the green field where they find the mechanical doll and the three-person orchestra. As they line up, Hennebert Faulkner is followed by Hupé and Morin-Dupont. Nagrani offers different movement inspirations and gives Hennebert Faulkner the freedom to explore his own improvisations. Then Nagrani directs Hupé and Morin-Dupont to copy him. Hennebert Faulkner begins by placing his hands behind him on his waist and kicks his legs out almost in a duck-like waddle. He quickly jolts up from his bent-over position and brings his right arm to his forehead, blocking the sun like a surveyor. He changes his rhythm, moving slower, with one large step at a time. He moves forward into a straight upright position and marches, raising his knees high. He then changes his movement to large outward kicks in front of his body and returns to his previous duck-like waddle. As he explores these various movements, Hupé and Morin-Dupont follow him, nuancing the movement according to their bodies and paces. Their movements are not succinct but move with each other. Nagrani finds pauses to push their movement exploration, encouraging them to discover new physical diversities.
Jean François Hupé, Geneviève Morin-Dupont, Carl Hennebert Faulkner, and director Menka Nagrani on the set of Eurêka! Produced by Les Productions des pieds des mains.
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Conclusion
The artistic conditions supported by Les Productions des pieds des mains offer insight into how we can re-frame what productivity means in creative spaces. Although this company does not define itself as a slow theatre group, their ethical principles and artistic practices directly critique the hyper-turbo cultural conditions that often exclude many human communities, such as those that belong to disability. Eurêka! serves as a model, both behind the scenes and with respect to the actual film, of how we can reimagine the societal conditions that set the frameworks for how we make art and move through the world. This article has examined slowness as both a physical pace and also, more important, a way of providing artistic opportunities for new kinds of relationality. Slowness gives us a rare opportunity to understand, ask about, and reflect on how differences affect our own and others' feelings about our place in the world. Les Productions des pieds des mains invites us to slow down and recognize the multiplicity and rich cognitive diversity of the world through an atypique lens.
